## Nontraumatic Chest Wall Pain

### Variant 1:
Nontraumatic chest wall pain. No history of malignancy. Initial imaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiography chest</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US chest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography rib views</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET/CT skull base to mid-thigh</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan chest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Variant 2:
Nontraumatic chest wall pain. Known or suspected malignancy. Secondary evaluation after normal chest radiograph. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography rib views</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET/CT skull base to mid-thigh</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US chest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan chest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Variant 3:** Nontraumatic chest wall pain. Suspected infectious or inflammatory condition. Secondary evaluation after normal chest radiograph. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT chest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US chest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET/CT skull base to mid-thigh</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan chest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography rib views</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Variant 4:** Nontraumatic chest wall pain. History of prior chest intervention. Secondary evaluation after normal chest radiograph. Next imaging study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category</th>
<th>Relative Radiation Level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT chest with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US chest</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI chest without IV contrast</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDG-PET/CT skull base to mid-thigh</td>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiography rib views</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone scan whole body</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT chest without and with IV contrast</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBC scan chest</td>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>☢☢☢☢</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Summary of Literature Review

Introduction/Background

Chest pain is a common reason that patients may present for evaluation in both ambulatory and emergency department settings. Of the many causes for undifferentiated chest pain, acute cardiovascular processes (eg, myocardial infarction or aortic dissection) are the most important to distinguish from less life-threatening etiologies. Distinguishing visceral (eg, angina) from musculoskeletal (ie, chest wall) pain is an essential step in the diagnostic approach. An estimated 20% to 40% of the general population may be affected by chest pain in their lifetime [1], and almost half of patients presenting to primary care settings with chest pain were diagnosed with musculoskeletal causes. Patients presenting to ambulatory care settings more often are found to have noncardiovascular causes of chest pain (musculoskeletal, gastrointestinal, and psychopathologic) than those presenting to emergency departments [1,2]. One large series of ambulatory patients described their chest wall symptoms as stinging (53.0%) or pressing (35.1%), retrosternal (52.0%) or left-sided (69.2%), occurring more than once daily (62.9%), with more than half (55.4%) having chronic symptoms lasting >6 months [1].

Chest wall syndrome collectively describes the various entities that can contribute to chest wall pain of musculoskeletal origin and may affect any chest wall structure including bones, cartilage, joints, ligaments, tendons, and muscles, inclusive of the spine. Most (42%) nontraumatic musculoskeletal chest wall pain has been attributed to costochondritis, which, in most cases, is readily diagnosed by physical examination, without need for diagnostic imaging [3]. One prospective study found that musculoskeletal pain was the most common cause for acute chest pain (51.2%) after other causes were excluded [4]. Anterior chest wall pain affects 30% to 60% of those with axial spondyloarthritis and may be the first manifestation of disease in 4% to 6% of patients [5,6]. Sternoclavicular and manubriosternal joints may be involved in up to half of patients [5]. Chest wall surgical site infections are relatively uncommon, but various risk factors (age, malnutrition, diabetes, smoking, obesity, immunosuppression, coexisting infections, and surgical technique) may increase a patient’s risk [7]. Poststernotomy pain is relatively frequent after cardiac surgery that may negatively affect performance of activities of daily living and postoperative quality of life [8]. Chest wall pain may be broadly classified as traumatic or nontraumatic. The recommendations for imaging after blunt chest trauma have already been addressed in previous ACR Appropriateness Criteria. Herein, we address imaging utility in the evaluation of nontraumatic chest wall pain.

Initial Imaging Definition

Initial imaging is defined as imaging at the beginning of the care episode for the medical condition defined by the variant. More than one procedure can be considered usually appropriate in the initial imaging evaluation when:

- There are procedures that are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care)

OR
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• There are complementary procedures (ie, more than one procedure is ordered as a set or simultaneously where each procedure provides unique clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

Discussion of Procedures by Variant

Variant 1: Nontraumatic chest wall pain. No history of malignancy. Initial imaging.

Bone Scan Whole Body
Bone scintigraphy using diphosphonate radiotracer has been used to detect a variety of bone diseases that may cause chest wall pain, including fractures, metastases, arthritis, osteomyelitis, osteonecrosis, and costochondritis [9], but is usually not useful as an initial imaging modality. In a retrospective study of 225 patients with atypical chest pain considered to be of low to intermediate Framingham coronary risk, Tc-99m methylene diphosphonate bone scintigraphy showed a focal abnormality in nearly half (49.4%), with most (42.7%) being posttraumatic lesions of the rib, sternum, vertebral bodies, or clavicle; 4.9% costochondritis; and 1.8% neoplastic lesions [9]. Bone scintigraphy was positive in 5/7 (71.4%) patients diagnosed with costochondritis [9]. Overall, bone scintigraphy helped determine a cause for chest pain in 94/225 (41.8%) of patients, but in 15.3% of patients with abnormalities on bone scintigraphy, the true cause for chest pain was considered irrelevant to those findings [9].

CT Chest
Despite its superior sensitivity for detection and characterization of chest wall abnormalities, in the absence of other clinical risk factors like trauma, infection, or malignancy, CT may not be useful as a first-line modality for evaluation of chest wall pain [10]. For diagnosis of cough-induced rib fractures, some authors suggest that chest CT be reserved for patients who require evaluation of other pulmonary diseases [11]. Although not validated in nontraumatic settings, diagnostic accuracy for rib fractures may be improved and reading time decreased when the radiologist incorporates unfolded rib reformatted images [12,13]. Chest CT might also diagnose other causes of chest wall pain, such as mediastinal fat necrosis (also variably referred to in the literature as pericardial, epicardial, and epipericardial fat necrosis) [14].

FDG-PET/CT Skull Base to Mid-Thigh
There is no relevant literature to support the use of fluorine-18-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG)-PET/CT as initial imaging in the evaluation of chest wall pain in patients with no history of malignancy.

MRI Chest
MRI may be complementary to other modalities in characterization of various processes and to delineate the extent of chest wall or osseous involvement on a case-by-case basis [15].

Radiography Chest
After a thorough history and physical examination, chest radiography may be a useful initial imaging test to evaluate for specific etiologies of chest wall pain (eg, rib fracture, infection, or neoplasm) and to evaluate for other conditions that may simulate chest wall pain, such as spontaneous pneumothorax [16]. However, chest radiographs may be insensitive to detect abnormalities of the rib cartilages, costochondral junctions, costovertebral joints, and chest wall soft tissues. In a series of 183 stable adult outpatients presenting with nontraumatic chest pain imaging with both chest radiography and rib series, rib fractures were detected in only 4.9% of cases [17]. In another study of 1,089 patients presenting to the emergency department who underwent chest radiography for evaluation of nontraumatic chest pain, only 70 (6.4%) were deemed to have findings clinically relevant to emergency department care [18]. In one series of patients with rupture of the costal margin associated with severe coughing fits, all patients had widening of the rib spaces on chest radiographs, whereas 4/9 patients had associated rib fractures [19].

Radiography Rib Views
For focal chest wall pain detected at physical examination, a radiographic rib series may be helpful to assess for rib fracture or other rib lesion [16]. Radio-opaque skin markers placed on the skin have been used by some institutions to assist the radiologist in localization of abnormalities near the patient’s site of pain. In one retrospective series of 17 patients who presented with post-tussive chest pain, 14 (82.4%) were diagnosed with rib fractures on rib radiography [11]. Most fractures involved the mid to lower ribs, with the 10th rib being the most commonly affected [11]. Sensitivity for detection of minor traumatic rib fractures was improved with combined use of conventional and inverted grayscale rib series [20]. However, despite being more sensitive for detection of rib fractures than chest radiographs in the setting of minor thoracic trauma, detection of rib fractures on conventional rib series radiographs resulted in no significant change in clinical management between the 2 groups, calling into question their clinical utility [21].
US Chest
Although diagnostic ultrasound (US) of the chest is not typically utilized for the evaluation of chest wall pain, point-of-care US has been shown to be feasible for detection of rib fractures in the setting of minor trauma in emergency settings, with 27/94 (29%) detecting rib fractures after negative chest radiography [22]. Another study showed US to detect costochondral fractures in 68.8% of radiographically occult cases [23]. US of the chest has several diagnostic limitations, including technical difficulties related to posterior location of fractures, and soft-tissue penetration in patients with large breasts [22]. Patient-reported pain during the US examination limited evaluation in only 14% of cases but may be helpful in targeting the examination to the focal abnormality. US has added benefits of dynamic imaging capabilities as well as relative ease [15,24]. Dynamic US detected slipping rib syndrome in 32/36 (89%) and ruled it out in 10/10 (100%) [25].

WBC Scan Chest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of nuclear medicine white blood cell (WBC) chest scans as initial imaging in the evaluation of chest wall pain in patients with no history of malignancy.

Variant 2: Nontraumatic chest wall pain. Known or suspected malignancy. Secondary evaluation after normal chest radiograph. Next imaging study.

Bone Scan Whole Body
Bone scintigraphy has been shown to have 95% sensitivity for detection of skeletal metastases and defines extent of involvement across the entire skeleton [26]. It may have a role in characterization of primary chest wall neoplasms, especially those that may contain chondroid or osteoid components [26]. Limitations of bone scintigraphy occur in the setting of nonosteoblastic processes such as multiple myeloma that may not be detected by this modality.

CT Chest
More than 50% of chest wall neoplasms are malignant, most commonly from metastases or direct invasion of thoracic tumors [27]. Chest CT is useful for characterizing chest wall neoplasms, defining their extent, and is more sensitive than radiography for detection of subtle osseous and soft-tissue lesions [15,27-30]. Chest CT provides a 3-D evaluation of lesions, precise anatomic localization, and internal tissue content (eg, fat, calcification, soft tissue) [27-29]. For example, chondrosarcoma is the most common primary malignancy of the chest wall, typically originating from the sternum or costochondral cartilages of the anterior chest wall, and may exhibit a “rings and arcs” pattern of mineralization that is well characterized on CT [27-31].

Although uncommon, chest wall metastases usually indicate advanced disease. Osseous metastases may manifest as sclerotic (eg, prostate cancer), mixed lytic and sclerotic (eg, breast cancer), or purely lytic (eg, renal cell carcinoma) and are best characterized at CT [27]. Soft-tissue metastases may be readily detected at CT if they involve the skin or subcutaneous fat. However, intramuscular lesions may have similar attenuation as the skeletal muscle and may be missed, unless there is muscle expansion, invasion of adjacent osseous structures, or enhancement after administration of intravenous (IV) contrast material. CT is also useful for image-guided biopsy of lesions [32].

FDG-PET/CT Skull Base to Mid-Thigh
FDG-PET/CT is valuable in the staging (presurgical planning, detection of distant metastases) and follow-up of patients with primary soft-tissue sarcomas, with maximum standardized uptake value (SUV$_{\text{max}}$) measurements being correlated with greater glucose transporter protein expression and histologic aggressiveness [33]. In one study, FDG-PET/CT was shown to have prognostic value, with greater event-free survival in patients whose tumors measured less than SUV$_{\text{max}}$ 10.2 [33]. In addition, FDG-PET/CT may be helpful in directing image-guided needle biopsy to areas of metabolic activity to improve diagnostic accuracy in heterogeneous tumors [32]. Although FDG-PET/CT is sensitive for the detection of FDG-avid tumors, false-positives may result from misinterpretation of various normal physiologic states, including skeletal muscle uptake, brown fat uptake, and some benign lesions, such as infection, inflammation, healing fractures, and fibrous dysplasia. In one large retrospective series, benign nonphysiologic FDG uptake was present in >25% of oncologic FDG-PET/CT, with 55.7% of lesions showing moderate or marked FDG uptake relative to background [34]. Choi et al [35] determined that FDG-PET/CT had poor performance (accuracy 57.2%) in differentiating between benign and metastatic rib lesions, with the best SUV$_{\text{max}}$ cutoff to differentiate being low at 2.4. However, predictive value for metastases was improved when FDG-PET activity was combined with CT findings of correlative osteolytic and osteoblastic lesions [35]. FDG-PET/CT may identify CT occult bone metastases, which demonstrate focal FDG uptake without a corresponding lesion on
CT [36]. A large meta-analysis concluded that FDG-PET/CT has a higher diagnostic value than FDG-PET, MRI, and bone scintigraphy for detection of bone metastases in patients with lung cancer, with a pooled sensitivity of 92% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.88–0.95), specificity 98% (95% CI: 0.97–0.98), and diagnostic odds ratio of 449.2 (164.0–1230.21) [37].

MRI Chest
Chest MRI is often complementary to CT in comprehensive tissue characterization of chest wall neoplasms, defining their extent, and for planning of therapeutic interventions [15,27-30,38]. The soft-tissue contrast afforded by MRI may allow for tissue characterization of lesions, including differentiation of neoplastic processes from nonneoplastic mimics (eg, infection) [27,30,39]. Chest MRI also has been utilized for determining neurovascular involvement [40]. Some studies have shown added value of respiratory dynamic chest MRI in determination of chest wall invasion, defined as restricted movement of a tumor by the chest wall during breathing maneuvers [41,42]. One study of 61 patients whose static CT or MRI were equivocal for invasion showed respiratory dynamic chest MRI to have 100% sensitivity, 82.9% specificity, and 88.5% accuracy for predicting chest wall invasion with positive and negative predictive values of 74.1% and 100%, respectively [41]. False-positives occurred in the setting of pleural adhesions that restricted movement, but in most cases, they could be differentiated from true invasion at surgery [41].

Radiography Rib Views
For focal chest wall pain in patients with suspected malignancy, a radiographic rib series may be helpful to assess for a rib lesion [16]. However, as for chest radiography, further characterization with CT, MRI, or nuclear medicine studies may be beneficial to detect radiographically occult lesions.

US Chest
Generally, US serves a limited role in the primary evaluation of suspected primary chest wall neoplasms but may serve a role in determining secondary invasion of the chest wall by intrathoracic tumors. In a study of 23 patients who had a chest CT that showed findings suspicious for chest wall invasion by intrathoracic tumors or lung invasion by chest wall tumors, the sensitivity and specificity for chest wall invasion (using absence of a sliding pleura sign) were 88.9% and 100%, respectively, with 100% and 93.3% positive and negative predictive values, respectively [43]. Surgeon-performed US outperformed CT in diagnosis of chest wall invasion, with 90.9% sensitivity and 85.7% specificity versus 61.5% sensitivity and 84.6% specificity for CT [44]. Respective positive and negative predictive values in the same study of 28 patients were 83.3% and 92.3% for US compared with 80% and 68.8% for CT [44]. Another study showed US to have a higher sensitivity than CT for determining chest wall invasion by lung cancer (89% versus 42%, respectively) but had a lower specificity (95% versus 100%, respectively) [45]. However, a study of 131 patients with thoracic masses showed overlap in performance of US and CT for diagnosing chest wall invasion [46]. US may be helpful for image-guided biopsy of superficial lesions [27,32,39,46].

WBC Scan Chest
There is no relevant literature to support the use of nuclear medicine WBC scans as initial imaging in the evaluation of chest wall pain in patients with known or suspected malignancy.


Bone Scan Whole Body
Nuclear medicine studies, including bone scans and radiolabeled WBC scans, are especially helpful in localization of infectious or inflammatory conditions of the bones, joints, and costal cartilages, especially in the setting of negative radiographs and CT and in patients with metallic implants [47,48]. Bone scintigraphy is useful in screening the entire body for occult infectious or inflammatory disease, especially for patients with fever of unknown origin [26].

Bone scans were 100% sensitive for the detection of sternoclavicular joint inflammation among 40 patients who presented with anterior chest wall pain as an early indicator of spondyloarthritis [49]. Patients with synovitis, acne, pustulosis, hyperostosis, and osteitis (SAPHO) syndrome—a chronic, relapsing condition that often involves the sternoclavicular joints—frequently present with anterior chest wall pain that corresponds to radiotracer uptake about these joints that may be found on bone scintigraphy [6,50]. Bone scintigraphy may be useful for the evaluation of patients with undifferentiated costochondral pain and swelling and is a highly sensitive indicator of osseocartilaginous disease [51]. However, its specificity for differentiating inflammatory processes, such as Tietze syndrome, from other bone tumors is insufficient [51].
CT Chest
CT is superior to US and radiography in determination of disease extent, including characterization of deep compartments and intrathoracic involvement. Osseous involvement, including cortical erosion, fragmentation, and sequestra, are readily depicted on CT. Gas formation within necrotic tissues or in the setting of serious infections, such as necrotizing fasciitis, is easily depicted on CT [48,52]. Chronic chest wall infections (eg, empyema necessitans, actinomycosis, Aspergillus) are well characterized with CT [52]. Administration of IV contrast may help to characterize and define fluid collections and soft-tissue sinus tract formation. Advantages of CT include rapid image acquisition, isotropic data, and high spatial resolution. Limitations include decreased sensitivity related to streak artifacts around metallic hardware. CT may be utilized for image-guided drainage procedures or during percutaneous biopsy.

CT has shown equivocal sensitivity for detection of lesions in patients with underlying spondyloarthritis who presented with anterior chest wall pain [53]. Patients with asbestos-related pleural disease findings at chest CT also reported chest pain, especially diffuse pleural thickening (50%–68%) and rounded atelectasis (70%–83%) [54]. CT is complementary to bone scans for diagnosis of SAPHO syndrome showing osseous sclerosis (77.3%), erosions (44%), and hyperostosis (41%), frequently involving the upper chest wall and sternocostoclavicular joints [50]. CT showed higher sensitivity (92.3% versus 84.6%) and specificity (64.3% versus 35.7%) for differentiating primary chest wall tumors from Tietze syndrome as an etiology of costochondral junction pain and swelling in 27 patients [51].

FDG-PET/CT Skull Base to Mid-Thigh
Various infectious and inflammatory conditions that utilize glucose may manifest with FDG avidity on FDG-PET/CT. In a retrospective study of 1,134 consecutive oncologic FDG-PET/CT scans, infectious and inflammatory conditions accounted for 73.3% of benign causes of FDG avidity [34]. This has justified the expanded clinical utility of FDG-PET/CT, and the Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging (SNMMI) and European Association of Nuclear Medicine (EANM) have issued consensus guidelines on the appropriate use of FDG imaging for diagnosis of suspected infectious and inflammatory conditions [55]. In their guidelines, a summary of the literature indicates that FDG-PET/CT has high sensitivity (94.6%), specificity (91.5%), and accuracy (94.5%) for diagnosis of peripheral bone osteomyelitis (excluding diabetic foot and postoperative osteomyelitis indications) [55]. FDG-PET/CT has also shown favorable diagnostic performance for other major indications that include spondylodiscitis, fever of unknown origin, metastatic infection in high-risk patients with bacteremia, and vasculitis [55,56]. A recent meta-analysis of 23 studies and 1,927 patients with fever and inflammation of unknown origin showed FDG-PET/CT to have a sensitivity of 84% (95% CI, 0.79–0.89), specificity of 63% (95% CI, 0.49–0.75), positive likelihood ratio of 2.3 (95% CI, 1.5–3.4), negative likelihood ratio of 0.25 (95% CI, 0.16–0.38), and diagnostic odds ratio of 9.0 (95% CI, 4.0–20) [57].

MRI Chest
MRI is highly effective at detecting and characterizing infectious and inflammatory disorders of the chest wall soft tissues and osseous structures, maintaining a high negative predictive value in excluding disease in the setting of normal imaging findings [48,58]. Fluid-sensitive sequences, especially those with applied fat signal suppression, detect early edema and readily define extent of soft tissue and osseous involvement that may not be apparent on CT [52]. Administration of gadolinium-based contrast material further characterizes areas of hyperemia and defines fluid collections and soft-tissue sinus tract formation. Unlike CT, gas formation is not as well appreciated on MRI but may be seen as signal void, especially on gradient-echo sequences [48]. MRI may be useful for defining infectious involvement of skin and fascial layers, muscle, bursae, and tendons. If clinical suspicion for potentially life-threatening necrotizing fasciitis is high, detection of hyperintense signal within chest wall deep fascial compartments on fluid-sensitive MRI sequences is highly suggestive of the disease, and the absence of these findings essentially exclude the disease [48,58]. MRI also serves a role in surgical planning prior to debridement procedures, distinguishing viable from nonviable tissue based on tissue signal and enhancement characteristics [48]. MRI may be helpful in the differentiation of chest wall infection from tumor.

Anterior chest wall pain is a common complaint among patients who have underlying spondyloarthritis, but the diagnosis may be delayed for many years [53]. MRI was 62.5% sensitive in determining sternoclavicular and sternocostal involvement by inflammatory spondyloarthritis in patients who presented with anterior chest wall pain as an early manifestation of their disease and was able to provide specific information regarding disease activity and severity beyond that provided by bone scintigraphy [49]. Another study showed higher sensitivity of MRI for detection of disease activity (bone marrow edema, erosions, and fat infiltration) than other serologic and clinical
parameters, and especially involvement of the manubriosternal joint [59]. Other systemic inflammatory conditions can also be suggested by MRI with abnormal signal intensity of skeletal muscle (whether from edema or fatty atrophy), such as immune-mediated myositis and other neurodegenerative diseases [48].

**Radiography Rib Views**
There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiography rib views beyond chest radiography in the primary evaluation of chest wall pain in patients with suspected chest wall infectious or inflammatory conditions.

**US Chest**
US is a useful modality for targeted evaluation of soft tissue, osseous, and joints of the chest wall and for characterization and potential drainage of abscesses and joint effusions but has limited capability of determining extent of disease [48].

**WBC Scan Chest**
Indium-111–tagged WBC scans and Tc-99m–tagged WBC scans are useful in screening for occult infectious or inflammatory disease, which can then be localized with a single-photon emission CT (SPECT)/CT scan. Because WBCs accumulate in both infections and normal bone marrow, a Tc-99m sulfur colloid scan may have to be performed to delineate osteomyelitis from normal marrow [60]. The SNMMI/EANM guidelines do not indicate a distinct advantage of FDG-PET/CT over conventional scintigraphic techniques in the evaluation of suspected infectious or inflammatory disorders [55]. However, disadvantages of conventional WBC scans include various technical factors, such as the need to tag and manipulate potentially infected blood products and unstable labeling [56,61]. In addition, compared with FDG-PET/CT, conventional planar WBC scans result in lower-resolution images that contribute to lower sensitivity and accuracy of diagnosis, especially of smoldering low-grade infections and problems involving the central skeleton [56,61].

**Variant 4: Nontraumatic chest wall pain. History of prior chest intervention. Secondary evaluation after normal chest radiograph. Next imaging study.**

**Bone Scan Whole Body**
A single case report described bone scan findings of heterogeneous radiotracer uptake in ribs that were within the areas of the chest wall that received >30 Gy after a chest CT revealed no abnormality [62]. In a case report of a patient with chest pain 11 months after chest wall radiation for breast cancer, a bone scan showed evidence of costochondritis but no metastases after initial negative CT and were both later positive after the patient developed rib fractures [63].

Bone scan or radiolabeled WBC scan plays a role in the evaluation of sternal osteomyelitis, especially in patients who have equivocal CT findings, maintaining a high negative predictive value for osteomyelitis [64].

**CT Chest**
In a study of 177 patients who received stereotactic radiation therapy for lung cancer, chest CT identified rib fractures in 23.2% on an average of 21 months (range 4–58 months) after completion of therapy [65]. Findings of chest wall edema (25.4%), osseous cortical thinning (20.3%), and osteosclerosis (14.7%) usually preceded rib fractures, and most tumors were within 16 mm of the chest wall [65,66]. Chest wall pain was reported in 18 of 177 (10.8%) patients, 14 (77.8%) of whom had rib fractures [65].

CT has variable performance in the diagnosis of sternal wound infections after cardiac surgery. Most patients may present with clinical signs and symptoms of sternal infection, precluding the need for imaging. However, CT may be useful for diagnosis in patients in whom the diagnosis is suspected but who lack overt clinical signs and symptoms [64,67]. In a study of 40 patients, the sensitivity and specificity of CT for diagnosis of mediastinitis was best beyond 17 days after surgery (100% and 90%, respectively), with 100% sensitivity and only 33% specificity in the first 17 postoperative days [68,69].

Noninfectious poststernotomy chest pain may affect more than half of patients after sternotomy and was inversely correlated with the degree of osseous healing (complete versus incomplete) [8]. Sternal nonunion and sternal dehiscence may be characterized at CT, with sternal gap >3 mm correlating with significantly higher chest pain intensity compared with those with minor dehiscence and those with normal sternal healing, as determined by chest CT [8,64,70]. Chest CT with 3-D reconstructions was useful in assessing the degree of healing and residual chest wall deformities in 46 patients randomized to either operative or nonoperative management of flail chest [71]. CT is commonly used in the pre- and postoperative evaluation of patients who underwent chest wall reconstruction for rib fractures and chest wall tumors [72,73]. Rarely, desmoid-type fibromatosis can occur at prior thoracotomy sites.
and may mimic chest wall recurrence. CT in combination with FDG-PET/CT is useful for detecting and characterizing these lesions and for image-guided biopsy [74].

**FDG-PET/CT Skull Base to Mid-Thigh**

Investigators have shown a positive dose-dependent relationship in chest wall FDG-PET/CT uptake predictive of patients who later developed chest wall complications (pain and rib fractures) after stereotactic body radiation therapy for lung cancer [75]. False-positive diagnoses can occur in cases in which there is myositis-related FDG uptake in the chest wall musculature in patients who have undergone prior radiation [76]. Furthermore, FDG-PET/CT is valuable in determining depth of infection, involvement of costal cartilages, and for preoperative planning of debridement procedures in patients with deep sternal wound infections after sternotomy procedures [77]. The sensitivity and specificity of FDG-PET/CT for sternal wound infections was 91% and 97%, respectively, with SUV$_{\text{max}}$ showing value in patients who are imaged >6 months after surgery [78].

**MRI Chest**

Chest MRI is valuable in the evaluation of patients after treatment of chest wall neoplasms and is superior to chest CT for detection of sites of residual or recurrent tumor after chest radiation or resection, especially using T1-weighted fat-suppressed sequences after administration of gadolinium-based contrast material [27]. MRI may also be used to determine the etiology of rib fractures in patients with known malignancy [63]. MRI has been also used in follow-up and response evaluation of patients with chest wall and breast desmoid tumors that developed after mastectomy and silicone implant augmentation [79].

Chest MRI may be a valuable tool in the early detection of sternal wound infections, given its high spatial resolution and soft-tissue contrast, but is limited by susceptibility artifacts related to sternotomy wires and other cardiac implants [69].

**Radiography Rib Views**

There is no relevant literature to support the use of radiography rib views beyond chest radiography in the primary evaluation of chest wall pain in patients with prior chest wall intervention.

**US Chest**

Apart from targeted evaluation of the chest wall soft tissues for hematoma or abscess evaluation or treatment after chest wall surgery, US has a limited role. One study utilized sternal US to assess for sternal nonunion with dynamic compression and cortical sliding as a cause for poststernotomy chest pain [70].

**WBC Scan Chest**

There is sparse literature to support the use of WBC scans in the primary evaluation of patients who present with chest wall pain after previous intervention. Quirce et al [80,81] compared the diagnostic performance of planar and SPECT WBC scans among 41 patients with suspected sternal infections after sternotomy, showing superior performance of SPECT over planar imaging for detection of infections at both 4 and 20 hours after injection and for differentiating superficial from deeper infections.

**Summary of Recommendations**

- **Variant 1**: Radiography chest is usually appropriate for the initial imaging of patients with nontraumatic chest wall pain with no history of malignancy.

- **Variant 2**: Bone scan whole body and CT chest with IV contrast or CT chest without IV contrast are usually appropriate as the next imaging study for patients with nontraumatic chest wall pain with known or suspected malignancy and secondary evaluation after a normal chest radiograph. CT chest with IV contrast and CT chest without IV contrast are essentially equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care). However, bone scan whole body is considered complementary to these procedures and may be performed in addition to CT chest.

- **Variant 3**: CT chest with IV contrast or CT chest without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study for patients with nontraumatic chest wall pain with suspected infectious or inflammatory condition as a secondary evaluation after a normal chest radiograph. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care). The panel did not agree on recommending MRI chest without IV contrast or bone scan whole body for this clinical scenario. There is insufficient medical literature to conclude whether or not these patients would benefit from
MRI chest without IV contrast or bone scan whole body. These procedures in this patient population are controversial but may be appropriate.

- **Variant 4**: CT chest with IV contrast or CT chest without IV contrast is usually appropriate as the next imaging study for patients with nontraumatic chest wall pain who have a history of prior chest intervention as a secondary evaluation after a normal chest radiograph. These procedures are equivalent alternatives (ie, only one procedure will be ordered to provide the clinical information to effectively manage the patient’s care).

**Supporting Documents**

The evidence table, literature search, and appendix for this topic are available at [https://acsearch.acr.org/list](https://acsearch.acr.org/list). The appendix includes the strength of evidence assessment and the final rating round tabulations for each recommendation.

For additional information on the Appropriateness Criteria methodology and other supporting documents go to [www.acr.org/ac](http://www.acr.org/ac).

**Appropriateness Category Names and Definitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Appropriateness Category Name</th>
<th>Appropriateness Rating</th>
<th>Appropriateness Category Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Usually Appropriate</td>
<td>7, 8, or 9</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is indicated in the specified clinical scenarios at a favorable risk-benefit ratio for patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate</td>
<td>4, 5, or 6</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment may be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios as an alternative to imaging procedures or treatments with a more favorable risk-benefit ratio, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is equivocal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Be Appropriate (Disagreement)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>The individual ratings are too dispersed from the panel median. The different label provides transparency regarding the panel’s recommendation. “May be appropriate” is the rating category and a rating of 5 is assigned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usually Not Appropriate</td>
<td>1, 2, or 3</td>
<td>The imaging procedure or treatment is unlikely to be indicated in the specified clinical scenarios, or the risk-benefit ratio for patients is likely to be unfavorable.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Relative Radiation Level Information**

Potential adverse health effects associated with radiation exposure are an important factor to consider when selecting the appropriate imaging procedure. Because there is a wide range of radiation exposures associated with different diagnostic procedures, a relative radiation level (RRL) indication has been included for each imaging examination. The RRLs are based on effective dose, which is a radiation dose quantity that is used to estimate population total radiation risk associated with an imaging procedure. Patients in the pediatric age group are at inherently higher risk from exposure, because of both organ sensitivity and longer life expectancy (relevant to the long latency that appears to accompany radiation exposure). For these reasons, the RRL dose estimate ranges for pediatric examinations are lower as compared with those specified for adults (see Table below). Additional information regarding radiation dose assessment for imaging examinations can be found in the ACR Appropriateness Criteria® Radiation Dose Assessment Introduction document [82].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Radiation Level*</th>
<th>Adult Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
<th>Pediatric Effective Dose Estimate Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>☢ 0</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
<td>0 mSv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ &lt;0.1 mSv</td>
<td>&lt;0.03 mSv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ 0.1-1 mSv</td>
<td>0.3-0.3 mSv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ 1-10 mSv</td>
<td>0.3-3 mSv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ 10-30 mSv</td>
<td>3-10 mSv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☢ 30-100 mSv</td>
<td>10-30 mSv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*RRL assignments for some of the examinations cannot be made, because the actual patient doses in these procedures vary as a function of a number of factors (eg, region of the body exposed to ionizing radiation, the imaging guidance that is used). The RRLs for these examinations are designated as “Varies.”
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